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SUMMARY

This paper presents an application of a linear model with correlated errors to the assessment of the precision
of acoustic rhinometry in clinical medicine. The design of the reproducibility study involved 20 healthy
subjects measured by "ve investigators with three replicate measurements of four variates taken from the
right and left nasal cavities, altogether 2400 measurements. The parametric model may be structured to
account for random variation between subjects, serial correlation within subjects and measurement error.
The model-based reproducibility correlation coe$cient was estimated to be fair both for the nasal volume
measurements and for the nasal minimal cross-sectional area measurements with an overall average of 0.65.
An alternative measure, the within-subject coe$cient of variation, averaged 15 per cent. The choice between
the measures of reproducibility depends on the degree of heterogeneity of the studied populations, the
presence of time trend and the scale of measurement of the rhinometric variates. In clinical practice, repeated
measurements should always be made to attain a reasonable level of reproducibility in acoustic rhinometry.
Copyright ( 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

1. INTRODUCTION

A measurement is said to be reproducible if, on repetition under similar condition, it gives the
same results; that is to say, if the variation between measurements is small and negligible [1]. To
assess a change in the anatomy or physiology of an organ, the reproducibility (repeatability) of
the measurements and relevant factors a!ecting the results should be known. The variability of
the results may be due to technical reasons bound to the analytic method and to the equipment.
Variability may also be due to the measurement technique, the variables associated with the test
subjects and the measurers, as well as the testing environment. Therefore, a simple description of
variability is insu$cient and a proper analytic model is needed that can quantify the di!erent
sources of random variation.

The data-analytic problem is: what kind of statistical model is best suited for studies on
reproducibility of clinical tests? An approach, due to Diggle [2], to the analysis of repeated



measurements assumes a general linear model for the mean vector of the measurements and
a particular parametric correlation model for the variance matrix that incorporates three
qualitatively di!erent sources of variation: (i) a random variation between subjects (heterogen-
eity); (ii) a positive correlation between measurements on the same subjects over time (auto-
correlation); and (iii) a random variation among responses within an individual, even if re-
measured immediately (imprecision). Under this model we may specify and adjust for the factors
that bear on the measurement process, thus enabling an appropriate estimation of the major
components of variance and thereby an assessment of the reproducibility.

A motivating application for this paper is the use of acoustic rhinometry (ARM) in the
diagnosis of occupational rhinitis [3]. ARM is a rather new clinical method for measuring the
geometry of the nose, for example, in terms of volumes [4] and minimal cross-sectional areas
(MCA) [5]. However, narrow cross-sectional dimensions can cause errors in the measurement
[6]. Also, only spheres of 7 mm or more in diameter can be reliably detected in the nasal cavity
[7]. Because ARM is sensitive even to minor changes in the measurement system, it is essential
that the measurement is made using a standard operating procedure, and that multiple readings
are taken to obtain reliable data [8]. Environmental factors such as the room temperature can
a!ect the measurement, and thus the data should be collected under the same stable environ-
mental conditions [9].

In this paper, we present an application of a parametric correlation model for repeated
measurements to the assessment of the reproducibility of ARM in clinical practice involving
various sources of variation. The outlook in this paper is mainly didactic, but some substantive
conclusions regarding ARM are also brie#y discussed.

2. SUBJECTS AND METHODS

2.1. Clinical study

The general scheme for the reproducibility study is given in Table I. The test subjects were ten
women (mean age 45 [range 32}57] years) and ten men (mean age 42 [range 36}54] years). There
were "ve measurers (two doctors and three nurses), two of whom (measurers 1 and 2) were
experienced and three (measurers 3, 4 and 5) with some experience in doing ARM. The
experienced measurers had made roughly 1500 measurements and the other measurers 50
measurements before this study started. The measurers' order of measurement was randomized.
The test room was quiet with no other activity at the time of the measurement and only the test
subject and the measurer were in the room. Background noise was at the level of 40 dB(A) or less.

RHIN2000 acoustic rhinometry (S.R. Electronics ApS, Denmark) was used for the measure-
ment. The device was calibrated daily. The wave tube has a spark source that sends broad-band
noise (150}10000 Hz). The tube also includes a microphone measuring the re#ected noise from
the nose cavity. The measured noise is ampli"ed, low pass "ltered, A/D converted and analysed
by computer. The measurement is repeated every 50 ms. The curve on the computer screen is
redrawn two times per second. The curve is thus a mean of the ten latest measurements. The
device produces four measures (volume 1, volume 2, MCA 1 and MCA 2) from the right and left
nasal cavities (Figure 1).

There were two sizes of nose adapters which were 40 mm in length and 12 mm in diameter with
a cut-o! angle at 603. There were separate adapters for the right side and the left side. The
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Table I. Data layout for the reproducibility study.

(a) ¸ongitudinal design
Time (t)

Subject (i) 1 2 15

1
2 y

it
2F

20

(b) Nested design Measurer (m)*

1 2 3 4 5
dgegf

Time (t)
Subject (i) 1 2 3

1
2 y

imt
2F

20

* Order of measuring randomized.

Figure 1. A diagram indicating the location of the four ARM measurements from the right and
left nasal cavities. Volume 1 is the volume of the nasal cavity from the tip of the nose to 2.2 cm and
volume 2 from 2.2 cm to 5.4 cm, and MCA 1 and MCA 2 are the minimal cross-sectional areas in

volume 1 and volume 2, respectively.

measurer chose which of the two sizes of probe tube to use. After the "rst measurement it was still
possible to change the size of the tube and restart the measurement. The measurement was started
from the right side. During the measurement the appearance of the curve was observed on the
screen by the tester. The test subjects did not see the screen during the measurement procedure.
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The subjects were asked to hold their breath during the measurement until the curve had
stabilized, that is, for 10 to 20 seconds. The measurement was then stopped and the result was
stored. The testers measured one after another without a pause. One measurement, from the start
until the results were printed, lasted about 2.5 minutes. The series of measurements made by one
tester lasted about eight minutes, and the whole measurement session per one test subject lasted
about 45 minutes. The probe size or earlier results were not available while the tester measured.

2.2. Statistical methods

The reproducibility of a measurement results from systematic or permanent e!ects (for example,
age and gender of the subject, experience of the measurer, measurement conditions etc.), and
therefore persists from sample to sample, as distinct from errors that vary from one sample to
another [1]. In other terms, the reproducibility is the degree of lack of random error (precision) as
opposed to absence of bias (accuracy) [10]. To quantify the error variance for the ARM
measurements, and to identify the factors that have an e!ect on the reproducibility, we applied
a linear model for repeated measurements with correlated errors. Speci"cally, this model assumes
that the measurements have a multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution. The approximate
normality of the marginal variates was checked by examining the normal probability plots.

Each of the "ve testers made consecutively three measurements of the four variates on each of
the 20 subjects, both on the right side and the left side, thus amounting to altogether 2400
measurements of the nasal cavities. Let y

it
represent the measurement from the ith individual at

time t (see Table I(a)). Since the timing of the measurements was regular for each subject, the
sequence was coded as t"1,2, 15. We "rst modelled for the expected (mean)value of a repeated
measurement as the (&separate intercepts, equal slope') regression: E(y

it
)"k"a

m
#b]t#c

'
.

The a
m

parameters are the means for the "ve measurers (indexed by m"1,2, 5), b is the
coe$cient for time (treated as a continuous variate), and c

'
represents the gender e!ect. In this

strati"ed model, the time variate can be represented by a general function (for example, ortho-
gonal polynomials).

To specify the covariance structure of the data, we applied a parametric correlation model given
by Diggle [2]. This model may contain three sources of variation (represented by normal random
variates with zero mean values):

(i) random e+ects stemming from stochastic variation in rhinometric and various other
personal characteristics, with a between-subject variance l2;

(ii) serial correlation, that is, a correlation between pairs of measurements on the same subject
at sequential points in time, with a variance p2 and, for example, an exponential auto-
correlation function, o(u)"exp(!/ DuD), where / is a positive parameter, and u is the time
separation of measurements; and

(iii) measurement error, realized independently between any two measurements taken from
a subject, with a within-subject variance q2.

Then the model assumes that the variance of repeated measurements is decomposed additively as
var(y

it
)"l2#p2#q2, and that the structure of the covariance between pairs of measurements

on the same subjects at two time points, for example, t and t@, is cov(y
it
, y

it{
)"l2#p2o(t!t@).

Thus we can de"ne the reproducibility correlation coe.cient as a function of the time separation
between two time points

R(t, t@)"cov(y
it
, y

it{
)/[var(y

it
)]var(y

it{
)]1@2"[l2#p2o(t!t@)]/(l2#p2#q2)
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The greater the R, the better the reproducibility. If there is no measurement error and autocorre-
lation is unity, R attains its maximum value of 1.

Serial correlation is natural feature of a repeated-measures or longitudinal data model when
there are time trends that are represented by time-dependent explanatory variates (such as level of
exposure to an occupational toxic agent). In this study of unexposed subjects, there were only
three measurements in time made by each of the "ve measurers on an individual (see Table I(b)).
Thus, it may be reasonable to assume that time trend makes sense only within each measurer. The
second, nested model for the means of the repeated measurements was parameterized as
(&separate intercepts, separate slopes') regression: E(y

imt
)"k"a

m
#b

m
]t#c

'
. The b

m
are the

measurer-speci"c coe$cients for time (t"1, 2, 3), and the parameters a
m

and c
'

represent the
e!ects of measurer and gender, respectively. However, for example, the correlation coe$cients
between the "rst and second measurements and the "rst and third measurements of &volume
1 right' were of the same order of magnitude: 0.86 and 0.81, respectively. The suggests that the
combination of random e!ects and measurement error dominates serial correlation, which may
be an unnecessary re"nement of the model. Therefore we considered a simpler, uniform correlation
model in which the stationary random process was not a structural component of variation (that
is, p2"0). In this model, the correlation between any two measurements on the same subjects is
given by the intraclass correlation coe.cient [11]

o"l2/(l2#q2)

An alternative, scale-dependent measure of reproducibility is the within-subject coe.cient of
variation, d"q/k, that can be estimated under a random e!ects model [12].

Regression diagnostic plots were used to identify anomalous measurements and to check from
the visual inspection of the residuals that the estimated models "tted the data satisfactorily. For
testing the signi"cance of e!ects, we estimated a simpler model nested within a more complex
model by dropping the terms that represented the tested e!ect from the set of explanatory variates
(but keeping the variance parameters "xed). The likelihood ratio test used was a chi-square
distributed statistic with the degrees of freedom equalling the number of contrasted mean
parameters. We used variogram plots [11] of residuals to get initial estimates of the underlying
covariance structure. Estimation of the covariance parameters was done by maximizing the
ordinary likelihood function under Gaussian assumptions or the restricted likelihood function (as
appropriate); the former method is valid for the comparison of two models using a likelihood
ratio test, whereas the latter method produces less biased estimators of the covariance para-
meters. For data-analytical details, we refer to Diggle et al. [11]. The computations were carried
out using software for the analysis of repeated measurements [13].

3. RESULTS

To exemplify, Table II shows the estimates of the mean and covariance parameters in the case of
&volume 1 right' under an exponential correlation model. A comparison of the estimates to their
respective standard errors suggests that } for this particular measure } the mean is a!ected by the
performance of the measurers and the gender of the subject, whereas the regression on time is in-
signi"cant. Also, we infer that the magnitude of the between-subject random variation (in terms of
the estimated component of variance) is more than twice as important as the within-subject
measurement error and four times more important than serial correlation. In our data sets the
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Table II. Parameter estimates* for the exponential correlation
model "tted to ARM measurements of &volume 1 right'.

(a) Model for mean parameters: E(y
it
)"a

m
#b]t#c

g

Model term Parameter Estimate Standard error

Measurer 1 a
1

1.67 0.053
Measurer 2 a

2
1.49 0.054

Measurer 3 a
3

1.66 0.056
Measurer 4 a

4
1.64 0.052

Measurer 5 a
5

1.70 0.054
Time trend b 0.0025 0.028
Genders c

g
0.16 0.045

(b) Model for covariance parameters: var(y
it
)"l2#p2#q2;

cov(y
it
, y

it{
)"l2#p2o(u)

Component of variation Parameter Estimate

Random variation (between subjects) l2 0.037
Measurement error (within subjects) q2 0.015
Serial correlation (over time) p2 0.009

with autocorrelation function / 0.358

* Restricted ML estimates.
s Men, #sign; women, !sign.

inferences about variance parameters are substantially una!ected by the choice between ordinary
maximum likelihood (ML) and restricted ML estimates. A plot of the residuals against "tted
mean values showed that while the variation increases somewhat with increasing volume
estimates, the trend is not serious.

We next "tted the uniform correlation model (Table III). The parameter estimates for the
measurer and gender e!ects remain the same. The separate slope estimates for time are not
signi"cant, but it may be a sensible strategy to keep the time-trend terms in the model to
guarantee consistent variance estimates. Again the between-subject random variation is greater
than the within-subject measurement error.

For each data set, we formally tested the signi"cance of the gender and measurer e!ects. The
inference is that the means di!er signi"cantly between men and women subjects only for &volume
1 right' and &MCA 1 right', and that the measurers record signi"cantly di!erent mean values for
all the variates. In particular, the more experienced testers measure consistently lower mean
values than the less experienced measurers, and signi"cantly so for all other variates except for
&volume 1 left' and &MCA 1 left'.

The reproducibility correlation coe$cients are moderately high with the average level of
R"0.66 for the nasal volume measurements and R"0.64 for the nasal MCA (Table IV). The
R coe$cients between measurements made at two time points decrease, on the average, from 0.78
to 0.61 with the increase of the time separation. The intraclass correlation coe$cients give very
similar results (as they should). These coe$cients indicate that the reproducibility of ARM in
clinical practice is fair. Notably, the coe$cients are consistently higher for the measurements on
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Table III. Parameter estimates* for the uniform correlation model "tted to ARM
measurements of &volume 1 right'.

(a) Model for mean parameters: E(y
imt

)"a
m
#b

m
]t#c

g

Model term Parameter Estimate Standard error

Measurer 1 a
1

1.67 0.065
Measurer 2 a

2
1.48 0.065

Measurer 3 a
3

1.70 0.065
Measurer 4 a

4
1.66 0.065

Measurer 5 a
5

1.71 0.065
Time trend: measurer 1 b

1
0.0063 0.024

Time trend: measurer 2 b
2

0.0172 0.024
Time trend: measurer 3 b

2
!0.0013 0.024

Time trend: measurer 4 b
4

0.0008 0.024
Time trned: measurer 5 b

5
0.0063 0.024

Genders c
g

0.16 0.041

(b) Model for covariance parameters: var(y
imt

)"l2#q2; cov(y
imt

, y
imt{

)"l2

Component of variation Parameter Estimate

Random variation (between subjects) l2 0.032
Measurement error (within subjects) q2 0.022

* Ordinary ML estimates.
s Men, #sign; women, !sign.

Table IV. Reproducibility coe$cients for ARM measurements.

Measured Reproducibility correlation coe$cients Intraclass Within-subject
variate* R(u"1) R(u"14) R (average) correlation coe$cient of

coe$cient, o variation, d %

Volume 1 R 0.71 0.60 0.63 0.59 9.1
Volume 1 L 0.86 0.76 0.78 0.76 8.8
Volume 2 R 0.75 0.52 0.58 0.58 19.0
Volume 2 L 0.82 0.61 0.66 0.68 16.2
MCA 1 R 0.67 0.58 0.60 0.57 15.1
MCA 1 L 0.78 0.57 0.61 0.61 15.5
MCA 2 R 0.78 0.56 0.61 0.63 19.2
MCA 2 L 0.86 0.69 0.72 0.71 18.5

Average 0.78 0.61 0.65 0.64 15.2

* R, right side; L, left side. s u, time separation between measurements.

the left side of the nose than for those on the right side. For individual measures the o coe$cients
averaged 0.64. We also note that the within-subject coe$cients of variation of the volume
measures for the anterior part of the nose are better than for the respective measures of the
posterior part. Overall, the coe$cients of variation averaged 15 per cent.
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4. DISCUSSION

In clinical work, when a new person is learning the ARM technique, care must be taken so that
the measurements do not result in inaccurate or imprecise values. The error in repeated
measurements arises, in part, from the acoustic measuring device itself and, in part, from the
conditions surrounding the measurement. To control for these methodological problems, the
possible sources of error should be identi"ed and accounted for. The model-based approach to
the assessment of reproducibility has the advantage of a multifactional representation for error
propagation.

The parametric correlation modelling can yield inconsistent ML estimators for the variance
parameters if we misspecify the covariance structure. Because the balanced complete data were
from a designed trial, we also "tted an almost saturated model that incorporates a separate
parameter for the means within each of the "ve measurers. The parameterization guarantees
consistent ML estimates of the variance parameters [11], but with three discrete time points the
model requires 15 parameters, and since this number is large relative to the number of measure-
ments performed by each measurer on the 20 subjects (that is, 20]3"60), the ML estimators can
be biased [11]. Fortunately, the saturated model produced virtually identical ML estimates with
those obtained by "tting contracted models which involve fewer parameters.

We checked the validity of the assumption of stationarity between any pairs of measurements
over the sequence of 15 points in time. The estimated autocorrelations of the residuals did not
show a steadily decreasing pattern with increasing time separation between the measurements. In
the application, time-trend did not probably a!ect the results because of the short duration
between the measurements and the absence of a plausible physiological random process. The
impact of a misspeci"ed covariance structure on point estimates of means can be small provided
that the model "ts reasonably well, whereas the variance estimators } and hence the reproducibil-
ity coe$cients } are more sensitive to the "tted model. Given that the exponential correlation
models (with small serial correlation) and the uniform correlation models gave approximately
similar reproducibility coe$cients, we assert that the speci"ed simpler covariance structure is
adequate. When the estimation of the mean parameters is a primary interest, an alternative
approach would be to use non-parametric methods of inference which are robust to misspeci"ca-
tion of the covariance structure [14].

When assessing the reproducibility of a method, repeated and correlated measurements are
often made on a well-de"ned group of subjects in laboratory conditions. In the situation, an
appropriate measure is the reproducibility correlation function, R(u)"[l2#p2o(u)]/(l2#p2#q2),
which appears to be a novel application. R is based on a linear mixed e!ects model. This model
may be structured to account for heterogeneity due to individual characteristics, time-series
correlation and measurement error. If it is assumed that there is negligible variation through time
(that is, p2"0), R reduces to the intraclass correlation coe$cient, o"l2/(l2#q2). A commonly
used alternative measure for assessing the reproducibility of a measurement is the within-subject
coe$cient of variation, d"q/k. Both measures involve the within-subject variance, q2, and both
are dimensionless. The latter property is important for the assessment of reproducibility, because
di!erent rhinometric entities may be expressed in di!erent, non-convertable units. However, there
are some basic di!erences between the two measures. The reproducibility (or intraclass) correla-
tion coe$cient can be scaled relative to any one of the three (or two) variance components (for
example, as 1/(1#q2/l2)). The choice of scaling parameter may be made depending on which
component will make a substantial contribution to the overall pattern of random variation in the
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data. The within-subject coe$cient of variation is scaled relative to the population mean k. Thus,
unlike R which is scale invariant, d is sensitive to a shift in mean level. In e!ect, it measurers
&reproducibility' both in the sense of precision and accuracy [12].

On the other hand, R is population-based and its value will be di!erent if we compare two
populations (population A and population B) that di!er markedly from each other with respect to
the individual factors of the study subjects. Consider a situation [12] in which the general means
are equal in both populations (k

A
"1, k

B
"1), the within-subject variance in population A being

twice as large as in population B (q2
A
"0.02, q2

B
"0.01), and there is no time series variation

(p2"0), but the between-subject variance is ten times larger in population A than in population
B (l2

A
"0.1, l2

B
"0.01). This induces a higher value of o (implying better reproducibility) for

population A compared a population B: o
A
"0.83; o

B
"0.50, but d imparts the correct compari-

son (lower variation implies better reproducibility): d
A
"14 per cent; d

B
"10 per cent. Therefore,

the heterogeneity caused by variations in factors not accounted for by the mean parameters must
be reduced by improving the linear model, that is, by the identi"cation of the sources of random
variation and by representing them as factor e!ects. Thus there is no absolute choice between the
two measures. In general, as pointed out by Quan and Shih [12], d may be preferred when the
measurement scale is of intrinsic interest and is not subject to arbitrary shifting. R for one may be
more informative in instances when the general level of measurement varies between subgroups of
subjects but the between-subject variances are approximately equal, and, in addition, there may
be time-dependent variation in the data.

The comparison of results from repeated measurements is di$cult because the studies have
used di!erent study designs, testing procedures and statistical methods. Although it is possible to
determine statistically the number of repeated measurements per person that are necessary to
obtain reasonable precision in clinical or epidemiologic studies [11], the choice is often
judgemental. The number of repeats is usually constrained by practical considerations or may
need to be balanced against the sample size for a given total cost. In a clinical context, the number
of repeats may be large for a small number of subjects, and vice versa in epidemiology.

Not many studies have assessed the reproducibility of ARM in a normal clinical situation. In
a study by Hilberg et al. [15], the area-distance function of nasal cavity of "ve test subjects was
measured eight times, and the coe$cient of variation was less than 2 per cent in all of them.
However, this measure almost certainly does not re#ect the overall variability, because there are
side-to-side and between-subject variation, and di!erent skills of the investigators. Grymer et al.
[16] measured 24 subjects by ARM four times at a 1-week interval and calculated the coe$cient
of variation for the total volume of the nose to be 4 per cent. Fouke and Jackson [17] took "ve
repeated nostril volume measurements from eight subjects and estimated the mean of the
coe$cient of variation in each individual to be 8 per cent. Kunkel and Hunban [18] made ten
repeated measurement on ten subjects and the coe$cient of variations for the nasal cavity were
about 8 per cent. SipilaK et al. [19] used the analysis of variance to show that the within-subject
variation between four repeated measurements of nasal volume (between 2}7 cm from the introit
of the nostril) of nine test subjects was about 15 per cent. In our data set, the d coe$cients for the
MCA and volume measures also averaged 15 per cent. It may be that in studies where the
reproducibility has been better, the subjects have been specially trained.

In this study, the d coe$cients were much lower for the volume measures for the anterior part
of the nose than for those of the posterior part of the nose. The better clinical relevance of ARM in
studying the anterior part of the nose has been seen in earlier studies as well [17, 18]. In addition,
the reproducibility correlation coe$cients were consistently higher for the left side measurements
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than for the right side measurements. This can probably be explained by the fact that the
measurement was started on the right side. Hence the tester was more experienced in measuring
the left side which thus gave better results. In future studies, the randomization of the right and
left side of the nose should be included in their design. Another shortcoming of the present study
was that variability due to the acoustic device and the measurement conditions were not
accounted for despite their relevance in clinical practice. The investigators tried to "x these factors
by the study design. Yet there does not exist a standardized operating procedure.

An attempt to describe nasal patency by means of a single ARM parameter would seem
inadequate. This is because internationally recognized &gold standards' are not available for
judging whether the reproducibility of the component measures is acceptable for clinical practice.
Therefore, HytoK nen et al. [3] recommended a combined measure, the mean of the percentile
changes of volume 1, volume 2, MCA 1 and MCA 2, for use in the diagnosis of occupational
rhinitis.

A practical solution to the clinical question &How abnormal is a given di!erence in the nasal
patency measured from a man before and after exposure to a toxic agent?' can be provided by
a normal probability (quantile-quantile) plot. From the graph with a "tted line estimated under
a model for repeated measurements of the nasal cavity geometry in a reference population we can
read that the measured di!erence in the hypothesized direction on the x-axis relates to an
expected normal deviate on the y-axis which corresponds to a certain percentile of the normal
distribution. This percentile may be interpreted as the probability of an abnormal change in the
nasal patency.

In conclusion, the reproducibility of the ARM measurements in a normal clinical situation can
be regarded generally as fair and as acceptable for individual measurers. In clinical practice,
repeated measurements should always be made to attain reasonable reproducibility in ARM.
Finally, the choice between the alternative measures of reproducibility depends on the degree of
heterogeneity of the compared study populations, the scale of measurement of the di!erent
rhinometric measures and the presence of time series correlation.
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